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performance in this area. A focus on narrow 

outcomes diverts attention from building 

organisational excellence. 

Related to this is the curious fact that although the 

NHS Plan placed very great emphasis on improving 

the patient experience and the value of staff, the 

measurement of these been neglected until recently. 

While access and treatment times and cleaning are 

important, the essence of the patient experience is 

much more than improved performance on this 

narrow selection of measures and may miss what the 

patients really want. There is a danger that we could 

implement all 965 targets in the NHS Plan and still 

find patients and the public dissatisfied with the 

NHS. 

The fourth potential contradiction is in our attitude 

to inspection. Although this is seen as a guarantee of 

standards and is rightly viewed by many of the 

inspectors as part of a wider developmental process it 

is very easy for this view to be subverted, 

unintentionally, by the language used to describe it or 

the perceptions of those on the receiving end. We 

know that the real key to high quaJity and continuous 

improvement is to ensure that it is internalised rather 

than a periodic activity in response to, or expectation 

of inspection. This is not to argue that inspection is 

not important, it is and the service may not be ready 

to do without it, but we need to ensure that it does 

not inhibit the development of a culture of 

continuous improvement. 

Des’pite the collection of large amounts of 

information, there seems to be a reluctance to tell it 

how it is and transmit unwelcome news ’up the 

organisation. 

Improving the 
performance 
management system 

Perhaps the most surprising 

contradiction in the approach to 

performance management is that 

although we are all aware of the 

problems we seem to do so little 

to change it. Rethinking the 

system (Leading Edge 3) looks at ¯ 
how we might recast the system 

to improve the link between performance 

management and performance improvement. 

’There seems 
tobe a 

reluctance to 
tell it how it 

is and 
transmit 

unwelcome 
news up the 
organisation’ 

.NHS Confederation Leading Edge briefings are 
designed to reflect and stimulate new thinking. 
If you would like to share your views, or would 
like more information about our work on 
Rethinking Performance Management, please 
contact Nigel Edwards, Policy Director at the 
Confederation at 
nigel.edwards@nhsconfed.co.uk 
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The NHS Confederation is producing a series of Leading Edge 

briefings to launch a debate on Rethinking Performance 

Management across the UK’s health services, This Leading Edge is 

published together with Why won’t the NHS do as it is told - and 

what might we do about it? and Rethinking the system. The current 

system appears to fail both the performance managers and those 

they manage; neither does it directly connect to front-line clinicians 

or their patients, This briefing examines some striking 

contradictions between what we know about the NHS and how 

the performance management system has been set up. 

Introduction 

We know that the NHS is not a 

machine, and that many of our levers 

are disconnected, but this does not 

stop us using many machine-type 

interventions. There are a number of 

other quite fundamental contradictions 

in other aspects of NHS performance 

management. These contradictions 

undermine the effectiveness of the 

system and increase the probability that 

we will produce unintended 

consequences and perverse effects. 

For the sake of contrast the 

contradictions are stated baldly but this 

hides many nuances and local variations, 

It is also worth pointing out that there 

is progress and increasing coherence - 

however, it is for behaviour to slip back 

to old patterns, 

Messages about redesign 

The NHS Plan makes it very clear 

that much of the change that is 

required in the system needs to come 

Messages about redesign 

What we say 

Focus on redesign 

Redesign takes time and is emergent 

Expect ’J-curve’ shaped progress 

Redesign produces local solutions 

Invest to change 

More change means more management 

How we behave 

Focus on capacity 

Set short-term milestones 

Set linear targets 

Issue detailed instructions 

Must have national consistency 
Annual allocations 

Tight management cost targets 
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from the reaesign of services a~ouna the oatlent, targets the less like y it ts that there wil De n~gh levels 

annual allocations and the recuirement for financial 

balance each /ear, It is not clear that these two 

imDortant mslghts have informed the development 

of performance management, 

Innovation and risk 

There are slmila~ tensions in tne aDDroach 

to riSK and innovation, Governmen~ ~oncv 

s~resses tne need for radical redes gn. riSK- 

taKing and socia entreoreneurshio, and 

ndeec many of the more ambitious 

aspects of the plan are deDendent on this, 

Unfortunate y the aDDroacn to 

performance management is often risk- 

averse and tends ~o increase the level of 

prescription to ~rz and contro~ risk - tn~s discourages 

risbtaking and nnovatton. The larger the number of 

The Governments consultation aocument 

Shifting the Balance of Power talks a gout the 

NHS being ur iformty excellent and ~nnovaswe 

w~tnout aDDarently not~cln~ the contradiction 

This conjures up the fascinating prospect of one 

million people being struck by the same thougns 

while thev shower[ 

The ~roblems With r!SK and ~nnovat~on are 

compounded by our attitude to failJre. Althoug~ it s 

now w~del- acceDted tnat failure s genera~ - a 

systems cnaractenst~c and tnat seeking to aDeortmor 

D~ame ~s a major obstacle to ear-’~g ant 

develcsment, tnls s not alwa/s carr~ec tnroug~ into 

Derformance managemem There nave Deer 

~nDrovementslntnlsrecent and ~ne Department of 

~ealth initiatwe as Dart of tne work on tne chief 

executwe commurity s welcome. Nevertneless mucn 

of this m~njset rematns. This seems to ref ec~ tne 

remnants of an outdated model of hero{ eaGersn D. 

eading ed£e Z: / 

{i!!i{iiiiiiiil!iiiii!!{iSii:}i{!il{{!ii!!{{i!ii 
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Managing change 

What we say 

Change needs to be bottom up 

Engage local stakeholders in change 

Connect with the front line 

managerially 

There are five priorities 

Trade-offs are needed 

Different starting points for change 

Targets need to be locally valid 

Policy has unintended consequences 

How we behave 

Drive, push from the centre 

Follow national policy 

Set targets 

There are over 400 targets 

Insist on everything 

Standardised targets for bed numbers 

Assume local targets naturally drop out of 
national targets 

Behave as though they don’t exist 

Reolaang the chief executive of a failing organisation 

may allow a new start or deal with individual 

performance, out it will not guarantee organisational 

turnaround 

Managing change 

We understand that the traditional top-down method 

of change is not appropriate. It is a slow and a passive 

process that at oest engenders a low level of 

commitment to change, and at worst active 

resistance. It is also poor when dealing with 

complexity, promoting learning, and fails to encourage 

peopte to WOrK across existing organisational 

boundaries. We also understand that policy driven in 

this way frequently produces unintended or perverse 

effects. 

There ~s a widely held belief that change ts produced 

by challenging targets and the language used by 

Government makes reference to driving, pushing and 

a number of other verbs that imply that change is 

something that you make 

other people do and that 

works from the top 

downwards. The logical 

extension of this is that lots of 

change must mean tots of 

targets. While up to a point 

targets do create change, it is 

at the stage that they start to 

multiply that the system starts 

to falter, Firstly, there are only 

so many targets that an 

organisation can focus on and 

’Top -down 
change 

frequently 
produces 

unintended 
or perverse 

effects’ 

secondly, where there are limited resources there 

need to be trade-offs between the different targets. 

Silo-based policy-making provides incentives for policy 

eads and performance managers to create new and 

com peting targets. These targets are created to 

demonstrate and monitor the implementation of 

national policy and it is automatically assumed that 

targets and measurements that make sense at a 

03 eaamg eage 2 Ahgning wna’: we say and how we Denave 
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natlona evel easil/convert into meaningful ocal Who]eosystems solutions 
targets. This is not a safe assumption because of 

different oca circumstances, starting points and ’Why won’t the NHS do as it is told ~ and What 

otner compet ng needs. There are few ncent yes to might we do about it2. (Leading g ) g yEd e 1 r ht 

consider the need for trade-offs until the policy is stresses the importance of developing collective 

handed over to those responsible for performance approaches to problem solving and performance 

management. In the recent SaFF round this led to improvement, and gives a number of examples of 

the phenomenon of imperative, must, must do and where the pursuit of individual organisational 

must do targets, and to situations where targets can produce sub-optimal outcomes 

organisations were asked to reinstate priorities that even when all of the individual boxes have been 

they had previously agreed with the regional office " ticked. Increasingly, it is understood that solving 

to aemose, complex problems requires whole-system 

A taD-dOWn approach has a ma gn effect on the 

aOllllV of local organlsattons so get the ful 

engagement of all local stakerqolders and front* ~e 

staff that the NHS Plan requires. The engagement 

of front-line chn~ca staff is of particular 

--Dortance given the emohasis on redesigning 

care around tne Datlent. Man), Drevious reforms 

nave failed so soucr moss front-line staff or she 

details of Dat~ent care and tne protMem nas oeen 

comoounaed o. ~ne NHS’ d~sconnectea n~erarcn’- 

wnere ~ne SOD of ~ne organ~sat~on s no~ effective. 

connected so the fron~ une and may not even snare 

~ne same OD ec~wes and onormes. The lV]odern~sat~on 

responses. For exama~e, dealing w~tn 

A&E trolley waits may requme 

ntervent~ons m primary, intermediate 

and social care as wel as effi:lency 

mDrovements in the hospital, 

We also understand the aI sfunctional 

behaviours that can emerge from 

~easunng individual organisations. At 

this makes a s~mplistic assessment of 

mdivldua organlsatlons unne ~fu 

unless ~ nciuaes a soonlsscatec 

understanding of their roIe < IRe DCal 

health communRy. 

Agency s WOrK maKeS a poJn~ of addressing tnls ana 

tn~s ,~ Dars exDlams the success of many oftne 

couaooratwes. 

Whole-systems solutions combined 

wlsn a wish to develop Dnmary care and to shift 

resources, creates a further contradiction in an 

Invest to change and shift resources to primary 

care 

How we behave 

duals 

on line accountability and single 

organisational performance 

Annual financial balance for all organisations 
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Build quality into the process 

Tell it how it is upwards 

Measure outputs and ignore issues about 
sustainability 

Fail to collect these systematically .... 

Enforce by ins pection 

Reluctance to do this 

environmen~ wnen atl organlsaslons are 

held to account for snort<erm targets 

ant - particular, annua financia 

balance 

Measurement and 
information 

The wa, ~nat performance s measured ma/ De 

more -sortant ~nan the number of targets. 

A Key rule of Performance improvement is tnat 

wnere oossible, measurement should De tO inform 

-arovement not for selection or oun~snment. 

nformatlon cDIlected for a third Barry s tikel/to be 

ess re aD~e than information conected For 

--orovement and wnere t is used to make 

judgements there are s~rong ncentwes to game the 

s/stem, it has already Deen noted ~nat much oftne 

measuremen] tnat ~s required s ~o anow the 

rr Dtementation of DOIIGY to be tracked at a nat~on~ 

leveh The w~oesoread use of measurement for 

seJect~on s a major ObStacle to developing 

performance improvement. 

Until recent - the service has not Deen partlcutarl 

gooc at using information for service mbrovemen~ 

and Goes not nave the capacity ~o identif, what 

information it needs. There are good examples suc- 

as tne riSK-dO usted outcomes au@t run By me British 

Associatiar of Cardiothoraclc Surgeons (Icnarc wnlcn 

collects vast amounts of oatlent-related oa~a from 

~ndtwdua members, But tnese are ~elatlvew rare an(] 

nterestmgty, voiuntar.. 

The second difficult~ with the measurement regime 

Js xnat ~ pays very little attention to tns wa~ ~na~ 

berformance is achieved. The focus on outcomes 

provides no red nformation about the robustness of 

the processes, tne ca oabilities of the managemen~ 

team and the culture of the organisation S, ny s~stem 

tnat wants to devolve an(] decentrause must be 

confident that the organisations it is placing its trust 

~n are mature an(] rODUSt an(] capable of sustainable 

cnange, This sort of explicit and oDjectwe 

comDansor of the enablers of performance ~s 

needed most of all by the organlsatlons ~nat are 

being Derformance managed~ They should De 

constantly compariqg and challenging their own 

-4c ~{~ ed£e 2: Ai~{~nln£ wha~ we say anti now we oelsave 


